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We are all spending more and more time  
in our bathrooms. Not just through necessity, 
but because we enjoy the peace and privacy 
it brings us. Those little rituals at the start 
and end of the day help us feel awake and 
energised, or calm and relaxed. 

Even though the role of the bathroom has grown in 
importance, it’s still one of the smallest rooms in the house. 
In fact, in many homes, this relaxing haven is just six feet 
square or less.

At thirty6 we understand the realities of designing for  
smaller spaces. Design pioneer Terence Conran believes  
that just because a room is limited in scale, it doesn’t have  
to be limited in style. We wholeheartedly agree and this is 
the principle behind our thirty6 designs. 

Every product we make is purpose designed and handcrafted 
for compact bathrooms, while looking equally at home in  
larger spaces. Our innovative yet affordable MyHome 
collection brings you a range of thin-rim basins, mixer 
combinations, original shapes and clever storage that  
allow you to make the absolute most of your space. 

www.thirty6bathrooms.co.uk 

MAKE THE 
MOST OF 
YOUR SPACE

Our unique, space-enhancing approach is perfect for small 
bathrooms (p8), en-suites (p12) and cloakrooms (p16).  
Our designs look great in larger bathrooms too, allowing you 
to create a consistent look across your entire home. To see 
just how our products can maximise your space, take a look 
at our product listings starting on p20. If you want to discover 
more about what makes thirty6 special, turn to p6. 

We know that the need for good design doesn’t just apply  
to fittings and furniture – a lot of it is down to finding the 
right layout, too. To give you a head start, we’ve used our 
expertise in bathroom design to produce a range of floor 
plans and 3D visualisations for common bathroom shapes. 
Find them from p62. 

Ultimately, you’ll find that you don’t need space to create  
a beautiful bathroom. All you need is thirty6. 
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At thirty6, we have one very simple aim: 
to make beautiful products that transform 
average-sized spaces into truly luxurious 
bathrooms. We demand the highest 
standards in everything we do, sourcing 
the best materials and working with skilled 
designers, artisans and engineers who share 
our commitment to quality.

CERAMICS
Successful design is all about detail. To make the most  
of compact spaces, we designed washbasins with thin,  
elegant rims, to maximise the internal space, and integrated 
short-projection toilets to maximise the space of the room.

To make these delicate shapes, we manufacture our ceramic 
pieces in high-fired white porcelain, which includes English 
china clay from Cornwall. In casting the pieces, our artisans 
combine traditional and state-of-the-art techniques for the 
best possible finish.

Other features – including seats that lift off for easy cleaning 
and have soft-close hinges – are designed to make your 
bathroom a pleasure to use, every day.

QUALITY  
DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION

TAPS, MIXERS AND SHOWER MIXERS
Our taps and mixers are designed to complement the 
smooth lines of our baths and basins, and our scaled-down 
mini mixers look perfectly in proportion with basins sized 
50cm or smaller.

All mixer bodies are cast from solid brass, while all working 
parts are crafted in metal and chrome plated for longevity. 
The water flow is controlled by diamond-hard ceramic-disc 
cartridges, which prevent dripping and make them smooth 
and easy to use. In our shower mixers, the thermostatic 
controls use sensitive wax elements for the fastest response 
to changes in water pressure and temperature.

All our mixers are subject to rigorous endurance testing 
equal to over 20 years of normal use.

BATHS
We only use Lucite acrylic for our baths – it gives the highest 
durability and a smooth, high-quality finish. The baseboard of 
each bath is fully reinforced for superior strength and rigidity, 
and a reinforced moulded bath panel for rectangular baths is 
also available. 

SHOWER TRAYS
Our shower trays are constructed around a sturdy metal 
frame for a rigid installation and moulded in a special  
anti-bacterial acrylic for easy cleaning. Trays are also available 
with an anti-slip finish.

SHOWER ENCLOSURES
Made to last, our shower enclosures are manufactured 
from a 6mm-thick toughened safety glass. Each enclosure is 
1950mm high, which prevents splashing and gives you extra 
room for washing. 

FURNITURE
All our furniture is made to exacting standards from  
high-quality, 18mm-thick MFC. When it comes to fittings,  
we use smooth-action, soft-close drawer runners, three-way 
adjustable Hettich hinges and adjustable feet for uneven 
floors. All models are designed with a concealed void for 
piping and waste pipes to be hidden. Everything conforms  
to Furniture Industry Research Association (FIRA) 
certification standards.

TESTING AND APPROVALS
All products in the thirty6 range are manufactured to meet 
or exceed all European and British Standards. Products are 
certified as required by the appropriate third party test 
houses such as WRAS, Kiwa or NSF. 

GUARANTEES
All products have a long guarantee against manufacturing 
defects and will provide great service for many years. 
Replacement wear and tear items are readily available.  
thirty6 offers an extensive guarantee on all products ranging 
up to 25 years, please see the website for full details. 

www.thirty6bathrooms.co.uk
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MAKE SMALL BATHROOMS… 

FEEL MORE SPACIOUS 
Your bathroom should be a comfortable 
place where you can really relax.

Sensitive design makes all the difference in a small space. 
At thirty6, we create practical, inviting bathrooms by 
considering the room as a whole. Our designs aim to 
create space between the fixtures in your bathroom, 
which instantly makes it look and feel more spacious. 

Our innovative furniture range provides easy ways to 
keep your room clear and clutter free. And the MyHome 
thin-rim basin gives you the same interior dimensions as a 
normal 56cm model, but takes up less room. Browse our 
furniture (p54) and basin (p20) sections for more ideas.

If you opt for a combined bath and shower you might 
be tempted by our Xofill fitting (p42), which gives you 
precision temperature control for both. Take a look at  
our bath (p28) and shower (p44) sections to explore 
your options.

We know it’s not always easy to visualise how your new 
bathroom could look, so we’ve done the hard work  
for you. Turn to p62 to see a selection of designs for  
small bathrooms – there’s sure to be one just like yours.  
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MAKE EN-SUITES… 

A JOY TO USE
An en-suite should be the perfect place 
to get some privacy at the start or end 
of your day.

With a little help from thirty6 even the smallest en-suite 
can become a pleasure to use. So if the design or layout 
of your room feels restrictive, it could be time for a rethink.

The shower is often the centrepiece of an en-suite,  
but it doesn’t have to dominate the room. Our shower 
trays come in a wide range of shapes and sizes, while our 
1950mm-high enclosures give the shower some useful 
extra height. Browse our trays and enclosures from p48.

The compact designs of our MyHome toilet suites (p24) 
and thin-rim basins (p20) take up less space in your 
bathroom, plus you can match your basin with different 
mixers (p34) for a more individual look. To add some 
handy storage space, take a look at our furniture range 
on p54.

If you need help planning your en-suite, our design 
section is a great place to start. Browse our 2D  
designs and 3D visualisations on p66 for some ideas  
and inspiration.

www.thirty6bathrooms.co.uk
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MAKE CLOAKROOMS… 

www.thirty6bathrooms.co.uk

MORE WELCOMING 
Cloakrooms should be a practical and 
welcoming place to freshen up.

Typically a cloakroom will feature just a basin and toilet. 
Our purpose-designed products will fit neatly in even the 
tiniest cloakroom, making it a comfortable place for you 
and your guests to refresh.

With our help you can make the most of every square 
inch. Our short-projection basin and furniture (p57 & 59)  
add useful storage without taking up precious space, 
whether you’d like a cupboard under the basin or a 
wall-mounted cabinet.

When it comes to MyHome basins on p20, even the 
smallest models are perfectly proportioned for ease of 
use. Our short-projection basin has a thin rim and angular 
shape to maximise capacity and save space, while our 
corner basin will fit neatly into an extra tight spot. Pair 
with one of our mini mixers (p34) to complete the look.

We’ve made a special seat to fit with the compact  
design of our toilets, which will help you maximise  
space without compromising on function or appearance. 
You can browse our full range of toilets on p24.

If you need help with your floor plan or would just like 
to visualise your new cloakroom, have a browse of our 
design ideas on p70.

1716 



BASINS
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thirty6 brings innovative design in the MyHome basin range with soft square shapes and thinner rims  
to maximise internal space.   
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A purpose-designed basin can make a world of difference in 
a small bathroom. Square shaping and thin, stylish rims ensure 
all of the basins in our MyHome range offer maximum 
internal space while taking up as little room as possible.  
In fact, our 50cm basin is internally bigger than most larger 

basins, while in even smaller spaces our 40cm option looks 
just right. Add to these solutions the semi-countertop,  
countertop, corner and short-projection variants,  
and you’re able to boost both convenience and space.

MYHOME BASIN RANGE

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY 
Matching furniture is available, see furniture section.
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

MyHome 55cm 1TH Basin
Suitable for wall mounting or use with full  
pedestal or semi pedestal

Basin
D98506 MY55BSN1THW  £70.62

Full Pedestal
D98513 MYFULLPEDW    £46.19

Semi Pedestal
D98514 MYSEMIPEDW   £46.19

MyHome 50cm 1TH Basin
Suitable for wall mounting or use with full  
pedestal or semi pedestal

Basin
D98507 MY50BSN1THW   £66.28

Full Pedestal
D98513 MYFULLPEDW   £46.19

Semi Pedestal 
D98514 MYSEMIPEDW  £46.19

MyHome 40cm 1TH Basin
Suitable for wall mounting or use with full  
pedestal or semi pedestal

Basin
D98508 MY40BSN1THW   £53.44

Full Pedestal
D98513 MYFULLPEDW    £46.19

Semi Pedestal 
D98514 MYSEMIPEDW £46.19

MyHome 45cm 1TH Short-Projection Basin
Suitable for wall mounting (fixings included) or full pedestal

Basin
D98509 MYSPBSN1THW    £77.04

Full Pedestal
D98513 MYFULLPEDW  £46.19

MyHome 1TH Corner Basin
Suitable for wall mounting (fixings included) or full pedestal

Basin
D98510 MYCBSN1THW  £96.30

Full Pedestal
D98513 MYFULLPEDW £46.19

MyHome 50cm Semi-Countertop Basin
Suitable for use on built-in furniture or thirty6 furniture

D98511 MY50SCT1THW   £96.30

My Home 59cm 1TH Countertop Basin
Suitable for use on built-in furniture or thirty6 furniture

D98512 MY59CT1THW    £102.72



TOILETS

24 

MyHome toilets blend together compact dimensions with elegant and smooth design. With close-coupled,  
back-to-wall and wall-hung options there is a model for every installation. The matching soft-close seat 

completes the contemporary look. 
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The way toilets are installed makes a huge difference when 
you’re looking at maximising space. Our wall-hung and  
back-to-wall installation options are two great ways to 
make bathrooms look and feel roomier. Our toilets are very 
compact with short projection into the room, plus added 
comfort features like a higher than average seat height.

All our toilets feature an easy-clean rim and a dual-flush 
cistern. Using just 4.5 litres of water for a full flush and  
3 litres for a reduced flush, they are incredibly economical. 
The integrated toilet seat has soft-close hinges and are easy 
to remove for cleaning. Finally, combining the toilet with a 
furniture unit will neatly hide away the plumbing.

OUR TOILET RANGE

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
Matching furniture is available, see furniture section. 
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

MyHome Close-Coupled Toilet
Close-Coupled Open-Back Toilet Bowl
D98501 MYCCTW   £123.84

Close-Coupled Cistern
D98503 MYCCCW   £86.37

Soft-Close Seat  
D98515 MYSCSEATW £63.58

MyHome Close-Coupled Back-to-Wall Toilet
Close-Coupled Back-to-Wall Toilet Bowl
D98502 MYBTWCCTW £149.52

Close-Coupled Cistern
D98503 MYCCCW   £86.37

Soft-Close Seat  
D98515 MYSCSEATW    £63.58

MyHome Back-to-Wall Toilet
Back-to-Wall Toilet Bowl
D98504 MYBTWTW  £149.52

   
Soft-Close Seat  
D98515 MYSCSEATW   £63.58

MyHome Wall-Hung Toilet
Toilet Bowl
D98505 MYWHTW  £149.52

   
Soft-Close Seat  
D98515 MYSCSEATW   £63.58



With a vast selection of bath shapes and sizes and our design expertise, thirty6 makes bathing  
fit perfectly into your bathroom.

BATHS
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Baths present a particular challenge for small bathrooms as  
they can’t be significantly reduced in size. That’s why we 
produce a wide range of models, including L-shaped and 
P-shaped baths, to fit perfectly into any room. All are 
manufactured to exceptionally high-quality standards, with fully 
reinforced baseboards giving superior strength and rigidity. 
Plus, there’s the option to add reinforced panels too.

If you’d like the flexibility of an over-bath shower, you’ll find  
a range of matching bath screens for every size and shape  
of bath. Plus, take a look at our innovative Xofill fitting,  
which removes the need for a rim-mounted mixer and 
creates a much cleaner look. 

OUR BATH RANGE
1700 Compact Round Shower Bath
Available in left and right handed options*. 
Suitable for use with D98603 SST6SHBSCC  
curved bath shower screen.

Compact Shower Bath Round L/Hand 
D98552 BT6CSB170LHW  £290.38

Compact Shower Bath Round R/Hand
D98553 BT6CSB170RHW  £290.38 

1700 Compact Shower Bath Front Panel  
- Universal Hand
D98577 BT6CSP170UHW  £84.99

700 Compact Shower Bath End Panel
D98578 BT6CSEP70W   £33.44

thirty6 Shower Bath Screen Curved 
D98603 SST6SHBSCC   £157.34

1500 Round Shower Bath
Available in left and right handed options*.  
Suitable for use with D98603 SST6SHBSCC 
curved bath shower screen.

Shower Bath Round 1500 L/Hand
D98554 BT6SBR150LHW    £298.22

Shower Bath Round 1500 R/Hand
D98555 BT6SBR150RHW    £298.22

1500 Round Shower Bath Front Panel  
- Universal Hand 
D98579 BT6SPR150UHW    £90.56

750 Round Shower Bath End Panel
D98581 BT6SEPR75W    £33.44

thirty6 Shower Bath Screen Curved 
D98603 SST6SHBSCC    £157.34

1700 Round Shower Bath
Available in left and right handed options*.  
Suitable for use with D98603 SST6SHBSCC 
curved bath shower screen.

Shower Bath Round 1700 L/Hand
D98556 BT6SBR170LHW £298.22

Shower Bath Round 1700 R/Hand
D98557 BT6SBR170RHW    £298.22

1700 Round Shower Bath Front Panel  
- Universal Hand 
D98580 BT6SPR170UHW   £90.56

750 Round Shower Bath End Panel
D98581 BT6SEPR75W   £33.44

thirty6 Shower Bath Screen Curved 
D98603 SST6SHBSCC    £157.34

1700 Square Shower Bath
Available in left and right handed options*. 
Suitable for use with D98604 SST6SHBSFSQC

Shower Bath Square 1700 L/Hand
D98558 BT6SBS170LHW £298.22

Shower Bath Square 1700 R/Hand
D98559 BT6SBS170RHW   £298.22

1700 Square Shower Bath Front Panel  
- Universal Hand 
D98582 BT6SPS170UHW £90.56

700 Square Shower Bath End Panel
D98583 BT6SEPS75W  £33.44

thirty6 Shower Bath Screen
D98604 SST6SHBSFSQC £150.97

30 31 

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
*Left handed option shown. 
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.



MyHome Bath
Suitable for use with bath screens D98604 SST6SHBSFSQC 
D98605 SST6SHBSFHC.

MyHome SE Bath 1500x700
D98560 MYSE150X70W £195.17

MyHome SE Bath 1600x700
D98561 MYSE160X70W £195.17

MyHome SE Bath 1700x700
D98562 MYSE170X70W £188.63

MyHome SE Bath 1700x750
D98563 MYSE170X75W £226.28

A 
Length

B 
Width

1500 700

1600 700

1700 700

1700 750

Round Standard Bath
Suitable for use with bath screens D98605 SST6SHBSFHC 
D98604 SST6SHBSFQC.

SE Bath Round 1500x700
D98564 BT6SR150X70W £195.17

SE Bath Round 1600x700
D98565 BT6SS160X70W £195.17

SE Bath Round 1700x700
D98566 BT6SR170X70W £188.63

SE Bath Round 1700x750
D98567 BT6SR170X75W £226.28

A 
Length

B 
Width

1500 700

1600 700

1700 700

1700 750

MyHome Double End Bath
Not suitable for use with a screen.

MyHome Double End Bath 1700x750
D98568 MYDE170X75W £234.13

MyHome Double End Bath 1800x800
D98569 MYDE180X80W £327.00

A 
Length

B 
Width

1700 750

1800 800

Standard Bath Panels

D98570 BT6FP180W 1800 Front Panel £81.50

D98571 BT6FP170W 1700 Front Panel £45.46

D98572 BT6FP160W 1600 Front Panel £45.46

D98573 BT6FP150W 1500 Front Panel £45.46

D98574 BT6EP70W 700 End Panel £27.86

D98575 BT6EP75W 750 End Panel £27.86

D98576 BT6EP80W 800 End Panel £27.86

Reinforced Bath Panels

D98584 BT6RIFP180W 1800 Front Panel £107.28

D98585 BT6RIFP170W 1700 Front Panel £100.31

D98586 BT6RIFP150W 1500 Front Panel £100.31

D98587 BT6RIEP70W 700 End Panel £76.63

D98588 BT6RIEP75W 750 End Panel £76.63

D98589 BT6RIEP80W 800 End Panel £76.63

BATH SCREENS 

thirty6 Curved Shower Bath Screen 
Suitable for curved baths 
Adjustment 720-730mm 
Height 1393mm
D98603 SST6SHBSCC  £157.34

thirty6 Hinged Square Shower Bath Screen
Suitable for single ended and square shower baths 
Adjustment 830-840mm 
Height 1500mm
D98604 SST6SHBSFSQC £150.97

thirty6 Hinged Shower Bath Screen
Suitable for single ended baths 
Adjustment 810-820mm 
Height 1500mm
D98605 SST6SHBSFHC    £112.30

32 33 

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
Panel height 510mm 
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

1393

720-730

1500

830-840

1500

810-820

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.



With a variety of styles and sizes available, thirty6 offers mixers that are specially designed to suit all the 
MyHome basins and baths. 

TAPS & MIXERS

We offer three styles of taps and mixers – Mode, MyHome 
and Trend – and the Mode and MyHome ranges include  
mini mixers that look perfect on smaller basins. We’ve used 
the highest-quality materials, too. All fittings have solid metal 
handles and work with ceramic-disc cartridges, which prevent 
dripping and give a smooth action that’s a joy to use.
 

Our MyHome mixers are designed to look just right on 
our MyHome basins, and all of them have matching bath 
and shower mixers to give you a stylish, coordinated look 
throughout your home.

OUR TAPS & MIXERS RANGE
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MYHOME

MyHome Single Lever Basin Mixer
Including click clack waste 
Chrome

D98522 MYBMC     £97.51

MyHome 2 Tap Hole Bath Filler
Chrome

D98524 MYBF2THC    £151.18

MyHome 2 Tap Hole Bath Shower Mixer
Chrome

D98525 MYBSM2THC     £183.38

MyHome Single Lever Mini Basin Mixer
Including click clack waste 
Chrome

D98523 MYMBMC     £88.56

37 

With its softly rounded square shapes, this contemporary 
style is designed to match the angular curves of the MyHome 
ceramic range. The basin mixer comes in two sizes, with the 
mini mixer looking perfect on basins sized 50cm or smaller. 

Bath fittings are raised from the bath rim for easy cleaning 
and an elegant look. All fittings are operated with high-tech 
ceramic-disc cartridges, for a smooth action and no dripping.

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY 
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.



Mode Single Lever Basin Mixer  
Including click clack waste 
Chrome

D98516 T6MBMC     £61.72

Mode Single Lever Mini Basin Mixer 
Including click clack waste 
Chrome

D98517 T6MMBMC     £52.77

Mode 2 Tap Hole Bath Filler 
Chrome

D98519 T6MBF2THC     £97.49

Mode 2 Tap Hole Bath Shower Mixer
Chrome

D98520 T6MBSM2THC    £120.76

Mode Pillar Basin Taps*

Chrome

D98518 T6MBSNPTC     £46.22

Mode Pillar Bath Taps*

Chrome

D98521 T6MBPTC     £60.99

39 

MODE
The clean, flowing lines of this design work perfectly in a 
contemporary bathroom, en-suite or cloakroom. The range 
features basin and bath taps as well as two basin mixer 
sizes – match the compact mini mixer with smaller-sized or 

cloakroom basins. As with all our fittings, Mode taps  
and mixers feature high-tech ceramic-disc cartridges,  
which prevent dripping and turn on and off smoothly  
and easily.

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
* The basin pillar taps in our Mode and Trend ranges cannot be used with MyHome ceramics. 
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.



Trend Single Lever Basin Mixer 
Including click clack Waste 
Chrome

D98526 T6TBMC     £79.61

Trend Pillar Basin Taps* 
Including click clack Waste 
Chrome

D98527 T6TBSNPTC     £61.63

Trend 2 Tap Hole Bath Filler
Chrome

D98528 T6TBF2THC     £102.87

Trend 2 Tap Hole Bath Shower Mixer 
Chrome

D98529 T6TBSM2TH     £124.34

Trend Pillar Bath Taps*

Chrome

D98530 T6TBPTC     £68.69

41 

TREND
This further contemporary style adds the perfect finishing 
touch to your bathroom. The Trend range includes basin and 
bath taps as well as mixers. It features raised bath fittings, 
giving a look of elegance and modernity as well as making 

them easier to clean. Each fitting operates using ceramic-disc 
cartridges, which prevent dripping and make them easy and 
smooth to use.

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
* The basin pillar taps in our Mode and Trend ranges cannot be used with MyHome ceramics. 
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.



XOFILL, WASTE AND OVERFLOWS
Xofill is an ingenious bath fitting that acts as both an 
overflow and a filling spout. It means rim-mounted taps  
and mixer units are a thing of the past, giving the bath  
a cleaner, less cluttered look. 

It also gives you complete control of the water temperature – 
a reassuring safety feature for many families.

Xofill is used alongside the built-in thermostatic shower  
valve with three controls. The middle handle controls  
the temperature, with the top handle for shower flow  
and the bottom handle for bath fill (model D98533  
T6BIT3CSVC). For bath fill only there’s the built-in single 
outlet thermostatic valve (model D98532 T6BITSVC);  
both are available with a choice of handle designs. 

INTRODUCING XOFILL
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Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

Xofill Bath Filler & Waste
Chrome 
D98728 T6BFBWCP  £104.69

Click Clack Basin Waste
Optional luxury dome top click clack basin waste 
Chrome

D98547 T6BSNWC £27.35

Click Clack Bath Waste and Overflow
Chrome

Suitable for double ended baths   
D98549 T6BWDECP  £27.35 

 

Suitable for single ended baths     
D98548 T6BWSECP  £27.35



We offer a range of thermostatic shower mixers bringing different functions and benefits.  
Take a look to see which one’s right for your home.

SHOWER MIXERS

When choosing from our range of thermostatic shower 
mixers you’ll find that each type offers its own benefits.  
The bar valve mixer is fitted to the wall, making it easy  
for the plumber to install, and is operated using two handles, 
one for flow control and the other for temperature.  
A combination bar valve is a complete shower and  
offers the same features alongside a diverter control,  
which switches the flow to the flexible hose and handspray 
or fixed overhead shower provided.

Built-in shower valves are a little different – they are built 
neatly into the wall to leave only the faceplate and handles 
on display, and you can choose round or square handles  
to coordinate with the rest of your bathroom; all face plates 
and handles are manufactured in high quality chromium 

plated brass. The built-in valve with diverter also allows 
you to divert to a flexible or fixed overhead shower. 

Finally, there’s the built-in three-handle valve. The centre 
control is for temperature, then the two on the outside can 
either be used to operate different shower heads, or one for 
the bath and one for the shower. Alternatively, it can also be 
used with the Xofill bath fitting.   

All options are thermostatically controlled for safe showering. 
The valve will adjust to changes in water pressure and 
incoming water temperature, while a safety stop at 38 degrees 
prevents the shower from scalding. If the cold water fails,  
the valve shuts off immediately.

THE SHOWER MIXER RANGE
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Water flow control for single outlet.  
(shower or bath fill)

Temperature control. 

Water flow control with diverter  
for two separate outlets.

Temperature control.

Water flow control – both flow controls 
can be open separately or at the same 
time for multi-head showering or bath fill.

Temperature control.

Water flow control – both flow controls 
can be open separately or at the same 
time for multi-head showering or bath fill. 



THERMOSTATIC EXPOSED SHOWER VALVESTHERMOSTATIC BUILT-IN SHOWER VALVES

Thermostatic Built-In Valve with 3 Controls 
Thermostatic Built-In Valve with 3 Controls  
(Inc Plaster Guard)
D98533 T6BIT3CSVC   £148.82

Built-In Thermostatic Trim Kit Round   
for D98533 T6BIT3CSVC
D98539 T6TK3CHRC   £41.99

Thermostatic Built-In Valve with 3 Controls 
Thermostatic Built-In Shower Valve with 3 Controls 
(Inc Plaster Guard)
D98533 T6BIT3CSVC   £148.82

Built-In Thermostatic Trim Kit Square   
for D98533 T6BIT3CSVC
D98538 T6TK3CHSQC   £41.99

T6 Round Thermostatic  
Exposed Combination Valve
T6 Round Thermostatic Exposed Bar Valve 
Combination Valve
D98540 T6ETCVRC   £282.48

T6 Square Thermostatic  
Exposed Combination Valve
T6 Square Thermostatic Exposed Bar Valve  
Combination Valve
D98541 T6ETCVSQC   £377.50

Thermostatic Exposed Bar Valve  
Shower Only
Thermostatic Exposed Bar Valve
D98542 T6ETBVC   £105.93

SHOWER KITS
T6 Single Function Shower Kit
D98543 T6SKSFC      £52.77

T6 Multi Function Shower Kit 
D98544 T6SKMFC      £61.72

T6 300MM Shower Arm Round
D98545 T6SA200C      £14.12

T6 200MM Fixed Head Round
D98546 T6FHS200C      £32.10

46 47 

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

Thermostatic Built-In Valve with 2 Way Diverter 
Thermostatic Built-In Valve with 2 Way Diverter  
(Inc Plaster Guard)
D98531 T6BIT2DSVC   £127.05

Built-In Thermostatic Trim Kit Round   
for D98531 T6BIT2DSVC
D98535 T6TK2WDRC   £35.82

Thermostatic Built-In Valve with 2 Way Diverter 
Thermostatic Built-In Valve with 2 Way Diverter  
(Inc Plaster Guard)
D98531 T6BIT2DSVC   £127.05

Built-In Thermostatic Trim Kit Square   
for D98531 T6BIT2DSVC 
D98534 T6TK2WDSQC   £35.82
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Thermostatic Built-In Shower Valve Only 
Thermostatic Built-In Shower Valve Only  
(Inc Plaster Guard)
D98532 T6BITSVC   £110.10

Built-In Thermostatic Trim Kit Round   
for D98532 T6BITSVC
D98537 T6TKSVRC   £35.82

Thermostatic Built-In Shower Valve Only 
Thermostatic Built-In Shower Valve Only  
(Inc Plaster Guard)
D98532 T6BITSVC   £110.10

Built-In Thermostatic Trim Kit Square   
for D98532 T6BITSVC
D98536 T6TKSVSQC   £35.82
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Making the most of your shower area means finding the perfect fit. That’s why thirty6 offers shower trays 
and enclosures in a wide variety of shapes and sizes.

SHOWER  
TRAYS & 

ENCLOSURES

With a variety of shapes and sizes of shower trays available, 
including square, rectangular and quadrant trays, we have 
the model to suit your particular space. All of our trays are 
35mm high making them an easy step in and out. They are 
constructed with an inner core of metal and using an  
easy-clean anti-bacterial acrylic material. For added safety  
all of our trays are available with an anti-slip finish. 

Made from a toughened safety glass, our shower enclosures 
are available in a range of sizes and with a pivot door, 
smooth-action sliding door or walk-in design. Each enclosure 
is 1950mm high – this is unusual in this price bracket, and 
the extra height both prevents splashing and gives you 
more room. Finally, all options are designed for easy cleaning, 
helping you keep them looking pristine.  

THE SHOWER TRAY & 
ENCLOSURE RANGE
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ENCLOSURES

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
*Shown with side panel, please see p52 for product information.
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

thirty6 Pivot Doors Product Code Door Entry Width Adjustment Height Price

thirty6 760mm Pivot Door* D98590 SET6PD76C 555mm 710-750mm 1950mm £208.28

thirty6 800mm Pivot Door* D98591 SET6PD80C 595mm 750-790mm 1950mm £217.37

thirty6 900mm Pivot Door* D98592 SET6PD90C  695mm 850-890mm 1950mm £231.01

thirty6 1000mm Pivot Door* D98593 SET6PD100C   795mm 950-990mm 1950mm £261.70

thirty6 Quadrant Doors Product Code Door Entry Width Adjustment Height Price

thirty6 800mm Quad D98594 SET6QD80C 430mm 770-800mm 1950mm £256.80

thirty6 900mm Quad D98595 SET6QD90C 530mm 870-900mm 1950mm £268.36

thirty6 1000mm Quad D98596 SET6QD100C  530mm 970-1000mm 1950mm £279.91
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Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
*Shown with side panel.
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

ENCLOSURES

thirty6 Bracing Bracket 
For use with panels for walk-in shower

D98602 SET6BBC  £60.35

thirty6 Side Panels Product Code Door Entry Width Adjustment Height Price

thirty6 760mm Side Panel D98598 SET6SP76C NA 730-750mm 1950mm £134.82

thirty6 800mm Side Panel D98599 SET6SP80C NA 770-790mm 1950mm £144.62

thirty6 900mm Side Panel D98600 SET6SP90C  NA 870-890mm 1950mm £156.65

thirty6 1000mm Side Panel D98601 SET6SP100C  NA 970-990mm 1950mm £197.79

STANDARD  
SHOWER TRAYS

Square Shower Trays
Square 760 x 760 x 35mm tray
D98686 ST6SQ76W   £96.30

Square 800 x 800 x 35mm tray
D98687 ST6SQ80W   £108.07 

Square 900 x 900 x 35mm tray
D98688 ST6SQ90W   £167.99

Square 1000 x 1000 x 35mm tray
D98689 ST6SQ100W   £235.40

Rectangular Shower Trays
Rectangular 900 x 800 x 35mm tray
D98690 ST6R90X80W   £185.11

Rectangular 900 x 760 x 35mm tray
D98691 ST6R90X76W   £177.62 

Rectangular 1000 x 900 x 35mm tray
D98692 ST6R100X90W   £190.46

Rectangular 1000 x 800 x 35mm tray
D98693 ST6R100X80W   £191.53

Rectangular 1000 x 760 x 35mm tray
D98694 ST6R100X76W   £185.11

Rectangular 1200 x 900 x 35mm tray
D98695 ST6R120X90W   £221.49 

Rectangular 1200 x 800 x 35mm tray
D98696 ST6R120X80W   £200.09

Rectangular 1200 x 760 x 35mm tray
D98697 ST6R120X76W   £200.09

Rectangular 1200 x 1000 x 35mm tray
D98698 ST6R120X10W   £317.79

Walk-In Rectangular Shower Trays
Walk-In Rectangular (rectangular internal)  
1400 x 900 x 35mm tray
D98699 ST6W140X90W  £394.83

Walk-In Rectangular (rectangular internal)  
1600 x 800 x 35mm
D98700 ST6W160X80W  £459.03 

Walk-In Rectangular (rectangular internal)  
1700 x 800 x 35mm tray
D98701 ST6W170X80W  £459.03

Quadrant Shower Trays
Quadrant 800 x 800 x 35mm tray
D98702 ST6QD80W   £161.57

Quadrant 900 x 900 x 35mm tray
D98703 ST6QD90W   £197.95

Quadrant 1000 x 1000 x 35mm tray
D98704 ST6QD100W   £234.33

Shower Tray Waste
High flow shower waste
D98724 ST6HFSWC   £21.40

ANTI-SLIP  
SHOWER TRAYS
Square Shower Trays
Square 760 x 760 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98705 ST6SQ76AW   £149.80

Square 800 x 800 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98706 ST6SQ80AW   £161.57

Square 900 x 900 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98707 ST6SQ90AW   £221.49

Square 1000 x 1000 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98708 ST6SQ100AW   £288.90

Rectangular Shower Trays
Rectangular 900 x 800 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98709 ST6R90X80AW   £238.61

Rectangular 900 x 760 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98710 ST6R90X76AW   £231.12 

Rectangular 1000 x 900 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98711 ST6R100X90AW  £243.96

Rectangular 1000 x 800 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98712 ST6R100X80AW  £245.03

Rectangular 1000 x 760 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98713 ST6R100X76AW  £238.61

Rectangular 1200 x 900 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98714 ST6R120X90AW  £274.99 

Rectangular 1200 x 800 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98715 ST6R120X80AW  £253.59

Rectangular 1200 x 760 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98716 ST6R120X76AW  £253.59

Rectangular 1200 x 1000 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98717 ST6R120X10AW  £371.29

Walk-In Rectangular Shower Trays
Walk-In Rectangular (rectangular internal)  
1400 x 900 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98718 ST6W140X90AW  £448.33

Walk-In Rectangular (rectangular internal)  
1600 x 800 x 35mm anti-slip 
D98719 ST6W160X80AW  £512.53 

Walk-In Rectangular (rectangular internal)  
1700 x 800 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98720 ST6W170X80AW  £512.53

Quadrant Shower Trays
Quadrant 800 x 800 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98721 ST6QD80AW   £215.07

Quadrant 900 x 900 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98722 ST6QD90AW   £251.45

Quadrant 1000 x 1000 x 35mm tray anti-slip 
D98723 ST6QD100AW   £287.83

Shower Tray Waste
High flow shower waste
D98724 ST6HFSWC   £21.40

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY 
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.
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thirty6 Slider Product Code Door Entry Width Adjustment Height Price

thirty6 1200mm Slider* D98597 SET6SLD120C 490mm 1150-1190mm 1950mm £288.90

All rectangular trays below 
1000mm fitted with 

corner waste

All rectangular trays 
1000mm or greater fitted 

with center waste



thirty6 offers a wide range of fitted, modular and wall-hung furniture units to give you valuable storage space. 

FURNITURE

One of the most desirable features of a modern bathroom is 
storage – somewhere to stow all the toiletries and products 
that can clutter an otherwise pristine space.

Our furniture range gives you a choice of three options  
to suit your family needs and the layout of your room.  
Fitted, modular floor-standing and modular wall-hung units 

help you make the most of every spare inch, while the 
coordinating mirrored cabinet looks great above the basin. 
Whatever you opt for, choose from sleek, modern finishes  
in grey gloss, white gloss or oak, and surface tops in black  
or white gloss.    

THE FURNITURE RANGE
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Wall-Hung Cloakroom Basin Unit
Suitable for use with D98509 MYSPBSNITHW (p23)
White
D98636 FT6SPBUWHW    £249.60

Grey
D98637 FT6SPBUWHG  £299.52

Oak
D98638 FT6SPBUWHO  £274.56

MODULAR WALL-HUNG 

Wall-Hung Countertop Basin Unit
Suitable for use with D98512 MY59CTITHW (p23)
White
D98606 FT6CTBUWHW    £436.80

Grey
D98607 FT6CTBUWHG    £480.48

Oak
D98608 FT6CTBUWHO    £461.76

600mm Wall-Hung Basin Unit*

Suitable for use with D98506 MY55BSNITHW (p23)
White
D98618 FT6BUWH60W    £399.36

Grey
D98619 FT6BUWH60G    £479.23

Oak
D98620 FT6BUWH60O    £439.30

500mm Wall-Hung Basin Unit*

Suitable for use with D98507 MY50BSNITHW (p23)
White
D98624 FT6BUWH50W    £368.16

Grey
D98625 FT6BUWH50G    £459.26

Oak
D98626 FT6BUWH50O   £424.32

400mm Wall-Hung Basin Unit*

Suitable for use with D98508 MY40BSNITHW (p23)
White
D98630 FT6BUWH40W   £368.16

Grey
D98631 FT6BUWH40G   £459.26

Oak
D98632 FT6BUWH40O  £424.32 

600mm Mirror Wall Cupboard 

White
D98658 FT6MWC600W  £574.08

Grey
D98659 FT6MWC600G   £624.00

Oak
D986660 FT6MWC600O  £599.04

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
*Countertop required, see p59.
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

Wall-hung furniture enables you to fit more into a small room 
without taking up any extra floorspace. Our convenient  
soft-close drawer units are a stylish way to keep the 
essentials close to hand, and can be matched with a  

built-in countertop basin or a modern vessel basin unit.  
In smaller spaces like cloakrooms, the short-projection basin 
unit is an elegant cupboard solution that maximises space.



Floor-Standing Corner Basin Unit
Suitable for use with D98510 MYCBSNITHW (p23) 
Available in white only
White 

D98642 FT6CBUFSW    £617.76

MODULAR FLOOR-STANDING 

Floor-Standing Countertop Basin Unit  
Suitable for use with D98512 MY59CTITHW (p23)
White
D98609 FT6CTBUFSW    £399.36

Grey
D98610 FT6CTBUFSG     £439.30

Oak
D98611 FT6CTBUFSO     £419.33

600mm Floor-Standing Modular  
Semi-Countertop Basin Unit*

Suitable for use with D98511 MY50SCTITHW (p23)
White
D98615 FT6SCBUFSM60W   £420.58

Grey
D98616 FT6SCBUFSM60G   £504.19

Oak
D98617 FT6SCBUFSM60O   £461.76

600mm Floor-Standing Basin Unit*

Suitable for use with D98506 MY55BSNITHW (p23)
White
D98621 FT6BUFS60W    £374.40

Grey
D98622 FT6BUFS60G    £411.84

Oak
D98623 FT6BUFS60O    £393.12

500mm Floor-Standing Basin Unit*

Suitable for use with D98507 MY50BSN1THW  
and D98508 MY40BSN1THW (p23)
White
D98627 FT6BUFS50W    £330.72

Grey
D98628 FT6BUFS50G   £396.86

Oak
D98629 FT6BUFS50O    £364.42

400mm Floor-Standing Basin Unit
Suitable for use with D98508 MY40BSN1THW (p23)
White
D98633 FT6BUFS40W    £330.72

Grey
D98634 FT6BUFS40G   £396.86

Oak
D98635 FT6BUFS40O    £364.42

Floor-Standing Cloakroom Basin Unit
Suitable for use with D98509 MYSPBSNITHW (p23)
White
D98639 FT6SPBUFSW    £274.56

Grey
D98640 FT6SPBUFSG   £329.47

Oak
D98641 FT6SPBUFSO   £302.02

Countertops

D98665 FT6CTP60/36W 602/360/30 Countertops - White  
(For use with WC/SCTP Basin units) £102.34

D98666 FT6CTP60/36B 605/360/28 Countertops - Black  
(For use with WC/SCTP Basin units) £102.34

D98667 FT6CTP60/36O 602/360/30 Countertops - Oak  
(For use with WC/SCTP Basin units) £102.34

D98668 FT6CTP50/47W 505/475/28 Countertops - White  
(For use with 50 Basin units) £89.86

D98669 FT6CTP50/47B 505/470/30 Countertops - Black  
(For use with 50cm Basin units)  £89.86

D98670 FT6CTP50/47O 502/470/30 Countertops - Oak  
(For use with 50cm Basin units) £89.86

MODULAR FLOOR-STANDING 

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
*Countertops not included, see page 59.
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.58 59 

Back-to-Wall Closet Unit* (cistern included)
Suitable for use with D98502 MYBTWCCTW (p27)
White
D98649 FT6BTWCUMW  £411.84

Grey
D98650 FT6BTWCUMG   £494.21

Oak
D98651 FT6BTWCUMO £453.02

Wall-Hung Closet Unit* (cistern included)
Suitable for use with D98505 MYWHTW (p27) 
Toilet support frame (p61) also required
White
D98652 FT6WHCUMW  £411.84

Grey
D98653 FT6WHCUMG   £494.21

Oak
D98654 FT6WHCUMO   £453.02

Countertops

D98671 FT6CTP60/47W 602/470/30 Countertops - White  
(For use with 55cm Basin units) £102.34

D98672 FT6CTP60/47B 605/475/28 Countertops - Black  
(For use with 55cm Basin units) £102.34

D98673 FT6CTP60/47O 602/470/30 Countertops - Oak  
(For use with 55cm Basin units) £102.34

D98674 FT6CTP40/36W 402/360/30 Countertops - White  
(For use with 40cm Wall-Hung Basin unit) £82.37

D98675 FT6CTP40/36B 405/360/28 Countertops - Black  
(For use with 40cm Wall-Hung Basin unit) £82.37

D98676 FT6CTP40/36O 402/360/30 Countertops - Oak  
(For use with 40cm Wall-Hung Basin unit) £82.37

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
*Countertops not included see above.
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

Our spacious modular floor-standing units make an attractive 
focal point for any bathroom. Choose a built-in countertop 
or semi-countertop basin, or achieve a very modern look 
with a vessel basin unit.

For the cloakroom, the short-projection basin unit is a  
stylish and practical option that takes up very little space.  
The 40cm basin or corner basin floor-standing units take  
up no more space than a traditional pedestal but provide 
some much-needed storage.



FURNITURE FINISHES AND ACCESSORIES

White Grey Oak

Wall-Hung Toilet Support Frame
Suitable for use with D98505 MYWHTW 
D98499  T6WHWCSF     £211.86

Edging Strip

D98683 FT6ESW 800mm PV Edging Strip White £19.34

D98684 FT6ESG 800mm PV Edging Strip Grey £19.34
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FITTED

600mm Floor-Standing Fitted  
Semi-Countertop Basin Unit*

Suitable for use with D98512 MY59CTITHW (p23)
White
D98612 FT6SCBUFSF60W    £358.18

Grey
D98613 FT6SCBUFSF60G    £429.31

Oak
D98614 FT6SCBUFSF60O    £393.12

Back-to-Wall Closet Unit* (cistern included)
Suitable for use with D98504 MYBTWTW (p27)
White
D98643 FT6BTWCUW   £374.40

Grey
D98644 FT6BTWCUG    £449.28

Oak
D98645 FT6BTWCUO  £411.84

Wall-Hung Closet Unit* (cistern included)
Suitable for use with D98505 MYWHTW (p27) 
Toilet support frame (p61) also required
White
D98646 FT6WHCUW  £374.40

Grey
D98647 FT6WHCUG   £449.28

Oak
D98648 FT6WHCUO   £411.84

Scribing Panels

D98680 FT6SP300W 300mm Scribing Panel White £17.47

D98681 FT6SP300G 300mm Scribing Panel Grey £17.47

D98682 FT6SP300O 300mm Scribing Panel Oak £17.47

150mm Infil Cupboard* 

White
D98655 FT6INF150W  £205.92

Grey
D98656 FT6INF150G    £226.51

Oak
D98657 FT6INF150O   £215.90

Fitted Worktops

D98661 FT6WTP1500W 1500mm White Worktop £187.20

D98662 FT6WTP1500B 1500mm Black Worktop £187.20

D98663 FT6WTP3000W 3000mm White Worktop £249.60

D98664 FT6WTP3000B 3000mm Black Worktop £249.60

Plinths

D98677 FT6P2400W 2400mm White Plinth £43.68

D98678 FT6P2400G 2400mm Grey Plinth £43.68

D98679 FT6P2400O 2400mm Oak Plinth £43.68

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY
*Worktops and plinths not included.
All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.

Fitted furniture not only looks great but is also a simple, 
easy way to hide bathroom plumbing. The semi-countertop 
basin unit gives you a spacious storage cupboard and can be 
connected to a choice of toilet units for back-to-wall or 

wall-hung toilets, both of which include a concealed cistern. 
Personalise the look with your choice of worktop finishes 
and a full-length plinth to give a neat, modern appearance.

Plumb Center Code = IN BLUE. thirty6 Code = IN GREY 
WAll prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.



MAXIMISE YOUR SIX BY SIX

The MyHome range is full of different 
models and sizes to help you achieve 
exactly the look you want. Whatever  
you choose, every product’s been  
designed to look great in a small bathroom.
When it comes to getting the most out  
of your bathroom, en-suite or cloakroom, 
the layout is just as important as the 
products you choose. Our design team  
are experts in both, so in this section  
we’ve put together some sample room 
layouts to give you a few ideas of how  
your space could look. 
Over the following pages you’ll find basic 
floor plans, three-dimensional images 
created with computer-aided software,  
and high-resolution visualisations of eight 
different room designs. Hopefully you’ll  
find plenty of inspiration to get your  
project started. 

FLOOR PLANS
These are your starting point. A well-considered layout  
can make all the difference in creating a functional and 
comfortable room. Just repositioning a bath or replacing 
it with a shower could open up the space and completely 
change the way the room feels. 

Your installer will tell you what’s possible in your room when 
they visit. In the meantime, we’ve done a lot of the hard 
work already and created a series of different designs for 
typical bathrooms, en-suites and cloakrooms.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES
We’ve used the innovative Virtual Worlds bathroom planning 
system, featured in many showrooms, to bring the floor plans 
to life and really help you start to imagine how your room 
will look.

These three-dimensional images are a really effective  
way to help plan your room and will give you a much  
better understanding of how we can make the most of  
a compact space. Ask your showroom if they can give you  
a Virtual Worlds image.

HIGH-RESOLUTION RENDERINGS
These rendered images give you a brilliantly realistic 
impression of how the finished room will look. They prove 
that, with the right products and design, even small spaces 
can be transformed into stunning bathrooms.

The simple, square layout of this bathroom is typical of many British 
homes. Clever spatial planning, together with the innovative designs 
in the MyHome range, make it feel both modern and spacious.
Here, the 50cm thin-rim basin gives you plenty of space for washing, 
while the close-coupled back-to-wall toilet has one of the shortest 
projections available. Both help maximise space in the bathroom 
and are fitted right against the false wall to hide the plumbing.
To add a shower over the bath, you can simply upgrade it with  
a combination shower unit and shower screen. Positioning the  
basin and toilet opposite the entrance opens up the floor space, 
while a mirror on the far wall also helps to make the room appear 
more spacious.

PRODUCTS IN THIS SETTING
• 50cm basin and pedestal with MyHome mini basin mixer

• Close-coupled back-to-wall toilet with integrated soft-close seat

•  170cm MyHome bath and panel with MyHome bath filler and 
waste fitting

• Complete setting price including wastes RRP £913.12

•  Complete setting price but substituting with Mode mixers and 
open back toilet RRP £797.96

BATHROOM 01

www.thirty6bathrooms.co.uk
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All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.



Bathroom 3 is similar in shape and layout, but brings a fresh  
new twist. The L-shaped bath is installed the opposite way round,  
with plumbing for the bath and shower hidden by the false wall.    
The innovative Xofill fitting on the bath means that one  
wall-mounted thermostatic control can be used to run the bath 
or shower, giving you complete comfort and safety. As the water 
is turned on and off from outside the shower area, you also avoid 
those chilly few seconds while the hot water comes through.
With no need for a rim-mounted bath mixer, the bath looks less 
cluttered and is easier to clean. The false wall gives you recessed 
shelving for storing toiletries, while the furniture unit under the  
basin keeps everything else hidden out of sight. It all gives the  
room a modern, luxurious feel.  

PRODUCTS IN THIS SETTING
•  50cm basin with wall-mounted furniture and MyHome mini  

basin mixer

• Close-coupled back-to-wall toilet with integrated soft-close seat

•  L-shaped bath and shower screen, with Xofill supply and  
overflow fitting

•  Wall-mounted built-in thermostat with three handles, supplying 
fixed head shower and Xofill bath fitting

• Complete setting price: RRP £1793.80

BATHROOM 03
Bathroom 2 is very similar to Bathroom 1 in its shape and design, 
but has been upgraded by switching the bath for a compact  
shower bath. With its curved shower area and matching screen,  
this bath gives plenty of room for showering and only projects 
10cm further into the room than the rectangular bath. 
This small change gives a much more flexible space that’s ideal  
for families. The built-in shower is thermostatically controlled,  
giving you peace of mind and the convenience of always having  
the perfect temperature. We’ve shown it here with a fixed head,  
but you could choose a flexible hose or handspray (or both) from 
the thirty6 range.

PRODUCTS IN THIS SETTING
• 50cm basin and pedestal with MyHome mini basin mixer

• Close-coupled back-to-wall toilet with integrated soft-close seat

•  Compact shower bath (RH), curved bath screen, MyHome  
bath filler, and two-handle built-in thermostat with fixed head 

• Complete setting price: RRP £1376.53

BATHROOM 02
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All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.All prices are RRP and include VAT at 20%.



EN-SUITE

En-suite 1 features a spacious walk-in shower in place of a bath, 
allowing you to wake up each morning with a truly luxurious 
experience. A false wall at one end conceals pipes and provides  
a neat recessed shelf.
It’s an incredibly functional space too. A one-metre long fixed glass 
panel provides a large wet area while also leaving a substantial 
amount of the shower floor dry.  

PRODUCTS IN THIS SETTING
•  170cm x 80cm shower tray with 100cm fixed side panel, built-in 

thermostatic shower with fixed head

• Close-coupled back-to-wall toilet with integrated soft-close seat

•  40cm basin with MyHome mini basin mixer and matching  
wall-mounted furniture

• Complete setting price: RRP £1822.71

EN-SUITE 01
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2400 mm

1200 mm

2400 mm

1200 mm En-suite 3 shows one way to convert a separate toilet into a 
compact shower room. The door is moved to the wall adjoining  
the bedroom, giving space to fit a shower at one end and a  
back-to-wall toilet at the other. This layout, combined with  
MyHome designs, gives a really modern and spacious feel.  
Here, the walk-in shower has a thirty6 slider entry door to save 
space. It features a combination exposed thermostatic shower,  
with both a flexible hose and handspray and a fixed showerhead. 
On the wall facing the door, a furniture unit with a full countertop 
ceramic basin gives a sleek, luxurious look.

PRODUCTS IN THIS SETTING
• 1200mm x 800mm shower tray with 1200mm slider door

•  Thermostatic exposed combination shower with both fixed head 
and flexible hose and handspray

• Back-to-wall toilet with integrated soft-close seat

•  60cm countertop basin with MyHome basin mixer,  
matching wall-mounted furniture unit

• Complete setting price: RRP £1643.00

EN-SUITE 03
This compact en-suite has been designed to fit in the corner of 
a bedroom. For this type of layout, a corner shower is ideal as it 
maximises space and becomes the focal point in the room.  
Here, we’ve shown a thirty6 corner shower tray and enclosure, 
which comes in three different sizes to suit the available space. 
The basin shown here is the compact 40cm model, which is fitted 
on a full pedestal. 
 

PRODUCTS IN THIS SETTING
• 40cm basin with MyHome mini basin mixer and pedestal

• 80cm quadrant shower tray with matching enclosure

• Built-in thermostatic shower mixer with fixed head

• Close-coupled back-to-wall toilet with integrated soft-close seat

• Complete setting price: RRP £1119.57
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60  CLOAKROOM
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Whether it’s tucked away in a corner or even under the stairs,  
your cloakroom is probably the smallest room in the house. 
Introducing the MyHome range and a little smart design will help 
you make the most of this compact, but extremely useful, space. 
In Cloakroom 1 a close-coupled back-to-wall toilet is combined 
with our short-projection basin and matching furniture. All the 
pipework is cleverly hidden, and you get the added advantage of 
some much sought-after storage. The minimal styling and careful 
layout results in a fresh, modern and comfortable space. 

PRODUCTS IN THIS SETTING
• Close-coupled back-to-wall toilet with integrated soft-close seat

•  Short-projection basin with MyHome mini mixer and  
matching furniture

• Complete setting price: RRP £714.67

CLOAKROOM 01
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Cloakroom 2 is an L-shape with a sloping ceiling – the type of room 
you might have under the stairs or in a sloping roof space. 
Here, we’ve used these features to our advantage. A purpose-built 
toilet unit with a built-in shelf flows neatly into the sloping ceiling to 
create an attractive shape, and the back-to-wall toilet both hides the 
plumbing and gives a sleek, elegant look.  
The short-projection basin opposite the toilet makes the best use 
of the available area, and gives you the option to add matching 
furniture for some useful storage.  

PRODUCTS IN THIS SETTING
• Back-to-wall toilet with integrated soft-close seat

•  Short-projection basin and pedestal with MyHome mini  
basin mixer

• Complete setting price: RRP £424.89
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